Features

- Provides Correct Ladder Positioning for Technicians
- Permanently Attaches to Poles Under Cabinets
- Adjustable for Various Cabinet Depths
- Attachment Point for Safety Harness
- Powder Coated Steel and Stainless Hardware

U-TECK's Pole Mounted Ladder Brackets are used in conditions where Distribution Cabinets, UPS Cabinets and other equipment is mounted onto utility poles and where technicians are using ladders to access them. Too often the angle of the ladder is positioned under the cabinets creating an unsafe angle for the worker to stand, open the cabinet, and perform routine functions.

Our Pole Mounted Ladder Bracket puts an end to that unsafe condition. Our Brackets are permanently mounted under the cabinet and adjusted to the correct depth of the cabinet. Once installed, and the ladder deployed, the cabinet can be safely opened, and work performed, providing a safe and comfortable angle to work. These Brackets can be adjusted from 21” to 27” away from the pole using 2 stainless steel through bolts. Brackets are mounted to the pole using thru-bolts (not provided). Currently available in 3 colors.

Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Product Number</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pole Mounted Ladder Bracket - Almond| 55900-001      | 40 lbs.
| Pole Mounted Ladder Bracket - Green| 55900-002      | 40 lbs.
| Pole Mounted Ladder Bracket - Brown| 55900-003      | 40 lbs. |
NOTE: When using ladders, be sure to adhere to your employers’ practice and procedures.

1. Attach Pole Mounted Ladder Brackets to the pole under cabinet at the desired height.

2. Slide Bracket into Base and set the correct depth and tighten using hardware provided.

3. Safely Climb Properly Secured Ladder, Tie Off Your Safety Harness, and Open Cabinet.